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Abstract. Nowadays the application of robots are emerging in areas of modern
life. It is expected we will be living in a new era in which robots such as socially
interactive robots will make an important effect on our daily lives. Considering
emotions play a critical role in human social communication, emotional episodes are necessary for human-robot social interactions. In this regard, we
propose a framework that can form a social relationship between human and
robot using an emotional episodic memory. Proposed framework enables personalized social interactions with each user by identifying the user and retrieving
the matching episode in the memory. The interaction is not ﬁxed, the emotional
episodic memory is developmental through additional experiences with the user.
The proposed framework is applied to an interactive humanoid robot platform,
named Mybot to verify the effectiveness. As demonstration scenarios, photo
shooting, and user identiﬁcation and robot’s emotional reactions are used.

1 Introduction
Recently, the development of Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), and
Cloud technologies has been driving the growth of the social robot market. Robots are
getting closer to people and assist people’s everyday life. It is expected that social
robots will have a very signiﬁcant impact in the near future [1, 2]. International Federation of Robotics (IFR) predicted social robots would be commercialized and provide
actual services to people between 2015 and 2018. As well as technical factors, fast
development of aging society and increase in single-person households demand for the
social robots that can provide mental and emotional services. Moreover, people have a
tendency of assigning socially relevant characteristics to any device [3], and people
have social expectations and want to be socially involved with robots [4].
Robots with social interaction systems have been developed for years. Bartneck and
Forlizzi deﬁned social robot as an autonomous or semi-autonomous robot that interact
and communicates with humans by following the behavioral norms expected by the
people with whom the robot interacts [5]. Various frameworks for HRI have been
proposed. Such frameworks include a framework employing multi-modal for utilizing
various types of information [6, 7], a framework for working with programmer and
interaction designer together [8], and a framework for a robust robot control [9].
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Emotional interaction lies at the core of building social relationships [10]. People
perceive a robot that can express emotions as more anthropomorphic [11] and can
maintain a more intimate relationship with such robot. Several researches attempted to
reflect emotions on robots. These researches mainly consider frameworks for generating emotions appropriate to the situation and expressing them effectively [12–15].
A study that the robot provides appropriate services according to the emotions of users
was also reported [16].
However, previous studies lack an emotional memory module for human robot
social interaction. This leads to two limitations. Firstly, a social interaction framework
without an emotional memory module cannot differentiate users, and thus it cannot
provide a personalized services. Secondly, robots with the previous frameworks rarely
remember earlier interactions with the user. Therefore, such robots only provide the
same interactions repeatedly and the relationship with the user cannot be further
developed.
To overcome the above-mentioned limitations, we propose a framework for human
robot social and emotional interaction based on emotional episodic memory. We use a
hierarchical emotional episodic memory (HEEM) [17], where the robot can store
interaction experiences with each user and the entailing emotions. A robot with the
proposed framework can provide personalized services to different users with proper
emotions. The proposed framework enables the robot to have different relationships
with each person. Moreover, emotions generated from our robot by the framework are
not ﬁxed, but gradually develop through interaction experiences. Thus, the robot and
users can establish a more natural social relationship. We implemented an interactive
hardware platform, Mybot to verify the performance of the proposed framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the details of
proposed framework architecture. Section 3 represents designed scenarios to demonstrate the feasibility and reliability of the framework with robotic platform and conducted surveys from users. Sections 4 and 5 interpret the survey results from users and
discuss further work. Speciﬁc software and hardware design details of our interactive
robotic platform are described in APPENDIX.

2 Proposed Framework Architecture
Figure 1 shows the proposed framework architecture for the human robot social
interaction. The architecture is composed of (1) sensory part, (2) recognition part,
(3) language part, (4) memory part, (5) communication part, (6) control part, (7) cloud
applications. The robot receives user’s face, voice, touch as input, and makes social
interaction possible through the appropriate reaction output. Sensory part collects input
data using image, sound, and touch sensor.
Recognition part consists of modules that analyze the data transmitted from the
sensory part and discerns what the data mean. It ﬁnds out who the user is (User face
identiﬁcation), ﬁgure out the user’s expression (Face Expression Recognition), and
apprehends user’s speech (speech recognition) and touch action (touch recognition).
Analyzed information is sent to language part and memory part for further processing.
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Language part gets the text extracted from the user’s dialogue and ﬁgures out the
meaning of it to get the context and the status that the user wants to convey to the robot.
After that, Dialogue generator module makes an appropriate response during autonomous conversation with the user. These factors are sent to the memory part to let the
memory part knows what conversation the user had with the robot.
Memory part stores the emotional episodes with the user, generates robot’s emotion
so that the user and the robot can communicate emotionally. Working memory module
makes the most appropriate decision among some choices to continuously maintain the
social relationship.
Communication part and the control part express the reactions directly to the users
whereas previous modules were responsible for deciding which reactions to provide to
the user. Communication part plays the synthesized voice of the robot and shows the
robot’s facial expression so that user can naturally hear and see the reply of the robot.
Control part regulates robot’s neck movement and body motion.
In order to enable the above mechanism, several cloud applications are used. The
implementation details in APPENDIX gives comprehensive descriptions of Cloud
applications.

Fig. 1. The proposed human robot social interaction framework architecture. It consists of
sensory part, recognition part, language part, memory part, communication part, control part, and
cloud applications. Detailed description is given in Sect. 2

2.1

Sensory Part

HRI starts from perceiving the user and the environment. Sensory part collects data for
understanding current state of the user by face, voice, and touch data. Furthermore, the
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sensory part receives the input signal from the users and transmits to the other modules
to extract the meaning of the signal.
Sensory part consists of three modules: image receiver module, voice detection
module, and touch detection module. The image receiver module obtains camera
images of the point of view from the robot. The images are mainly used for identifying
the user and user’s facial expression. The voice detection module detects human voice.
We design the voice detection module in a way that recording the voice when sound
level exceeds a certain threshold for the energy efﬁciency. The collected sound data are
transmitted to the speech recognition module to be analyzed. The touch detection
module receives the user’s touch data. In the proposed framework, touch data is used
for patting or bullying the robot, which affects the robot’s emotion formation.
2.2

Recognition Part

The recognition part processes the raw data from sensory part and extracts information
needed for social interaction. The recognition part consists of three modules: face
detection module, speech detection module, and touch detection module.
Face detection module recognizes two things, identiﬁes who the current user is and
what facial expression appears on the user’s face. User identiﬁcation among multiple
users is necessary to enable the robot to interact with each user according to personalized social relations. If user identiﬁcation takes a long time, it interferes the social
interaction, so real time processing model, ARTMAP [18] is used in this module. Next,
it recognizes the user’s emotion from the facial expression. The reactions to user’s
emotions differ from each other even though the user says the same thing. In our
system, the facial expression recognition is operated through the Google Cloud
Vision API to see what the user’s emotional state is.
The speech recognition module analyzes user’s voice from the sensor and converts
the speech sound data to a text format. The extracted text is sent to the language part to
evaluate the meaning of the sentence user said. The user’s touch also has a great
influence on social interaction. The touchless interactions are not sufﬁcient since there
is a limitation of expression by just speaking. Touch recognition module distinguishes
whether the touch input is patting or bullying from users. If the touch message continuously occurs, looks like giving a pat, the module classiﬁes the touch data as patting.
This can happen when the user is satisﬁed to the robot. If the touch message repeatedly
occurs in short time, looks like futzing badly, the module classiﬁes the touch data as
bullying which can happen when the user doesn’t like the robot. These touches affect
the emotion formation of the robot in the emotion generation and expression memory
module of memory part.
2.3

Language Part

Since humans feel more natural and comfortable to communicate by voice rather than
by text chatting, our framework is designed to communicate with natural voice conversation. Language part analyzes meaning of the text detected by the speech recognition module to understand user’s speech. As users express their inner side through
speech, language part can realize the user’s emotions, conditions, situations, and
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thoughts. To continue the voice conversation without interruption, the reply of the
robot is also synthesized by voice and produces output.
The language part has two parts. First, the dialogue generator produces a sentence
for the robot to answer in response to each user’s speech sentence. Second, the text to
speech synthesizer converts the answer text into sound data for the robot to speak out
because users prefer to interact with robot spontaneously via voice. Details of both
modules are described in APPENDIX.
2.4

Memory Part

In the framework, two kinds of memories are designed. One is working memory that
manages data flows in the framework and makes decisions for tasks. The other is
emotion-related memory to store emotional interaction experiences (emotional episodes) and recall expressions.
Working memory consists of modules for managing and scheduling multiple tasks.
Each manager module determines what data to be used from the recognition, language,
and memory part and what robot’s action to take, so that the tasks are conducted
properly without collision in the software. Decision is transmitted to the control part to
move the body of the robot, and to the communication part which shows facial
expression and sound to the person.
The emotion-related memory enables a robot to store interaction experiences,
operates the emotional episode learning, and determines emotional expressions to
users. Once the robot meets and interacts with a user again, it needs to take out the
character of the user from the memory and build up a developed character by stacking
the episodes. Our framework stores these emotional episodes in the memory part so
that the robot can establish social relationship.
The emotion-related memory consists of an emotion generation and expression
memory, Hierarchical Emotional Episodic Memory (HEEM) [17]. The emotion generation and expression memory lets the robot have its own emotion. Simply, it generates robot’s bad emotion in response to user’s teasing comments and bullying
actions, or appearance of unfriendly user according to the episodic memory retrieval. It
generates robot’s positive emotion in response to user’s compliments and patting
actions, or appearance of friendly user. Then pre-trained sequences of the robot’s neck
and body gesture and facial expressions are recalled from the expression memory.
HEEM [17] is created by using deep Adaptive Resonance Theory (deep ART) [19,
20] for social human robot interaction. By storing and accumulating episodes with
multi users in the HEEM, the relationship with each user can be reformed independently and constantly. HEEM enables to learn which emotions are correlated with past
experiences of each user, predict upcoming episodes that could probably occur
according to a user, and show proactive emotional reactions to the user, such as
empathizing or repulsive reaction.
2.5

Communication Part

Communication part enables users to know lively of robot’s reaction through voice, lip
sync, and facial expression in order that users don’t feel any sense of heterogeneity to
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robots. Instead of making a new robot head using dozens of motors, a virtual face is
developed by face simulator. Since there are 50 muscles on the human face that
facilitate about 7,000 different facial expressions, and it is hard to mount on the robot’s
head. The face simulator shows robot’s facial appearance through a display screen
which is reconstructed from a single 2D image [21], and shows the emotions sent by
the facial expression module. It also has lip sync module that generates lip movement
in the face simulator when the robot activates the sound player module to speak out the
synthesized voice answer from language part. Lip sync movement and ﬁve fundamental expressions can be shown: anger, disgust, sadness, joy, and surprise (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Facial expressions of the robot. From the top left, the expressions are smile, disgust,
anger, sad, surprise, and lip sync movement. It is possible to show each expression with ﬁve
levels from the expressionless to the strongest expression.

2.6

Control Part

Control part has modules to control robot’s neck movement and body motion. The neck
movement controlled by the control part plays a decisive role in conversing with the
user in the eyes by face tracking. Conducting dialogue with the eye contact empowers
for more sincere and focused communication giving the user comfort and conﬁdence.
The gaze controller module controls robot’s neck movement for eye contact with user
or for expressing neck gestures. In order to make the robot keep eye contact with a user,
the robot’s neck moves so that the face of the person is centered in the camera image.
Movements of the neck (panning and tilting) are controlled in proportion to the pixel
distance between the center of the human face area and the center of the image. The
smaller the face size, the smaller the width of motion assuming a smaller face means a
farther face. In addition, as the pixel distance gets shorter, the speed of the neck
movement is reduced to eliminate wobble. If there are several users in an image frame,
robot’s neck follows the average face position and size.
Answering the user with the appropriate body action to the user overcomes the
insufﬁcient interaction with words alone. Expressing emotions and thoughts as actions
with words reaches the user more feelingly. The body gesture controller module
controls robot’s arm movement for expressing body gesture. Once the robot determines
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what action to take, the command for that action is sent to the controller in the Mybot’s
body platform through the TCP/IP network. Then, the controller operates the robot’s
motor movements based on ROS software. The arm and body behaviors are predeﬁned
sequences of movements, and in this paper, they are designed to express the robot’s
emotional gestures which are greetings, dislike, sorrow, joy, like, and surprise. The
video is available at https://youtu.be/YVxyEEyGjLo.

Fig. 3. Functional modules in the proposed framework. Later it will show at a glance which
tasks are activated and which functional flows are made in the scenarios

3 Experiments
Scenarios are designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed human robot
social interaction framework integrated in robotic platform. Additionally, we conducted
a survey to evaluate how users feel about the proposed framework in an objective way.
Figure 3 is a supplementary technical diagram which shows detailed connections
between functional modules in our framework.
There are two scenarios. The ﬁrst scenario, photo shooting with free talking, shows
that the robot can recognize user’s emotions and empathize with them. Second scenario
shows the fundamentals of social relationships by showing how robot behaves differently when they see different users and depending on the emotions it feels from each
user. Besides, the relation with one person is not set from the ﬁrst episode, it can be
changed by the further episodes.
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3.1

Photo Shooting

This experiment was designed to prove whether the robot can recognize the user’s
emotions and respond appropriately. Using the proposed framework, the robot could
perceive emotions of the users and react with proper dialogue and facial expression. In
order to verify this capability, we conducted a scenario that the robot takes a picture
with voice interaction. In the scenario, the robot automatically takes a picture when it
recognizes a sentence that the user wants to take a picture. Then, the robot infers the
emotion of the user in the photograph and expresses its emotion with appropriate
dialogue and facial expression. The detailed description is in the following.
When a user requests a robot to take a photo of the user, the robot recognizes the
facial expression of the user and shows reactions according to whether the user’s facial
expression is good or bad. First, the robot detects and follows user’s face by operating
gaze control. When the users request to take a photo, the robot recognizes the user’s
voice command and conducts the photo shooting process. After the robot takes the
photo, the taken image is delivered to the face expression recognition module and
processed by cloud application. When the robot receives information about the user’s
facial expressions, the robot reacts differently depending on whether the user’s facial
expression is good or bad with the emotion expression memory. If the user’s facial
expression is bad, the robot asks the user what happened and gives an worry as
sympathy. If the user’s facial expression is good, the robot responds happily and smiles
as empathy. The activated modules and links in the architecture for this application is
shown in Fig. 4. The video is available at https://youtu.be/BXpeLyxHst0.

Fig. 4. Photo shooting scenario flow. The yellow boxes are the functional modules that are
activated when this scenario is implemented (Color ﬁgure online)
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User Identiﬁcation and Robot’s Differentiated Emotional Reactions

This scenario is designed to prove the advantages of the proposed emotional episodic
memory. First, the robot identiﬁes the users, feels different emotions to different users,
and can provide appropriate services for each user. The interactions which include
dialogues and touch sensing between the robot and the users generate emotions of the
robot. If the user gives a positive sentence as ‘you are handsome’ or pats the robot, the
robot feels friendliness, and in the opposite case, feels unfriendliness. Therefore, the
robot can provide various services according to the emotions to each user. Second, the
emotions for the users are not determined by a single interaction, but are progressively
developed through past interaction experiences. Therefore, even if the robot feels
unfriendly to the user, user can become a friendly user through various interactions. In
the scenario, two users interacts with the robot several times, and we examined the
responses of the robot. The robot could provide different services for each user, and the
relationship with each user gradually changed. The activated modules and links in the
architecture for this application are shown in Fig. 5. The video is available at https://
youtu.be/LIe1yN_DjDk and the additional detailed description is in the following.

Fig. 5. User identiﬁcation and robot’s differentiated emotional reactions scenario flow. The
yellow boxes are the functional modules that are activated when this scenario is implemented
(Color ﬁgure online)

This application is an experiment that integrates the all of the proposed human
robot social interaction framework. The scenario is as follows.
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(1) (Unknown user registration) When a unknown user ﬁrst appears to the robot, it
asks who the user is, and when the user identiﬁes his/her name, the robot registers
the user’s face with the name, and then it starts learning.
(2) (Normal user case) When a user appears before the robot and there is no special
emotional experience with the user yet, the robot greets with normal gesture,
nodding head (greetings).
(3) (Friendly user case) The user pats the robot and gives compliments to the robot.
The robot has positive emotions. Then, the user information and positive emotional experience about the user are stored in episodes.
(4) (Friendly user case) When the friendly user appears, the robot recalls and anticipates the positive experience about the user from the episodes, and then it shows
friendly greetings, in which the robot uses arm gestures and expresses a smiling
face unlike normal greetings.
(5) (Unfriendly user case) Conversely, in this case, the user bothers the robot and
makes negative comments about the robot. Then, the user information and negative emotional experience about the user are stored as emotional episodes in the
memory.
(6) (Unfriendly user case) When the unfriendly user appears, the robot recalls and
anticipates the negative experience about the user from the memory, and then says
that it does not want to talk with the user, and acts to avoid eye contact.
(7) (Relationship development) Even for the unfriendly user, their relationship can be
developed through continual friendly interaction by the user so that positive
emotional episodes become dominant experiences.

4 Results and Analysis
We surveyed a total of 20 people. We let each user interact with two types of robots:
robot 1 which is implemented with the proposed framework and robot 2 which does not
embed the emotional memory architecture. Each user interacted with the robots
according to the scenarios designed for the comparative study. After the experiments,
we measured each user’s satisfaction using the Likert scale based questionnaire.
The Likert scale based questionnaire comprises a series of questions or items that
ask users to select a rating on a scale that ranges from one extreme to another extreme.
The Likert scales are widely used to measure attitudes and opinions with a greater
degree of nuance than a simple “yes/no” question. We used the Likert 5 point scale:
very negative (1), negative (2), neutral (3), positive (4), very positive (5). Table 1
describes the questionnaire we used for the survey.
Questions asks whether the user could socially interact with the robot and feel
intimacy from the robot. Furthermore, we asked naturalness, efﬁciency and satisfaction
of the interaction with each robot. Especially for question 1, we made additional
questions to distinguish which of the factors made it possible for users and robots to
socially interact. We investigated three factors: face tracking, emotion recognition, and
empathy ability.
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Table 1. Questionnaire for the survey
No.
1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10

Questionnaire
It was possible to interact socially with the robot
(If you answered 4 or 5 point for No. 1)
Face tracking was the factor that enabled social interaction
(If you answered 4 or 5 point for No. 1)
The reason that social interaction was possible was because it
recognized my emotion
(If you answered 4 or 5 point for No. 1)
The reason that social interaction was possible was because the
robot empathized with my emotions and laughed together
I felt intimacy with Robot
Do you think the robot is natural to build social relationships?
Do you think that the interaction of robot is effective in
forming a social relationship?
Are you satisﬁed with the interaction of robots as social
interaction?
For the proposed framework robot, Did it contributed to social
interaction because it reacts differently to different users?
For the proposed framework robot, Did it contributed to social
interaction because it develops the relationship, not ﬁxing by a
single episode?

Robot 1
3.6
4.23

Robot 2
1.55
–

4

–

3.92

–

3.8
3.95
4

1.9
1.55
1.85

3.95

1.7

4.6

–

4.26

–

Table 1 summarizes the experiment results. Robot 1 with the proposed interaction
framework outperformed Robot 2 which does not contain the emotional memory unit
and communication unit. Evaluated by Likert Scale, Robot 1 achieved exceedingly
higher scores than Robot 2 in terms of possibility of social interaction, intimacy,
naturalness, efﬁciency and satisfaction.
The survey takers responded that it was more possible to socially interact with
Robot 1 than Robot 2. We also investigated the factor which made the social interaction possible through the following questions. As a factor that made social interaction
possible was 4.23 for face tracking, 4.0 for emotion recognition, and 3.92 for robot’s
empathy ability. The biggest factor that made the social interaction possible was that
the robot communicated with the user on eye-to-eye. Face tracking indicates that the
conversation partner is paying attention. The experiment result shows that face tracking
plays the most important role in social interaction with the users.
On the other hand, the overall naturalness of building social relation with Robot 1 is
much higher than that of Robot 2 (factor of 2.55). This might have resulted from the
framework’s ability to identify each user, track face during conversation, express facial
expressions and produce body gestures. These features enable the users to experience
the conversational setting similar to the setting with real people. Another factor for
natural relationship arises from adoption of HEEM. Robots with the proposed framework behaves differently to multi-users and the relationship improves over time without
any ﬁxation for one user. Since the highest score 4.6 is achieved in question 9, the
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factor that the robot responds individually to different users contributed the most to
social interaction than the face tracking, emotion recognition, and the empathy.
The result for question 10 is 4.26 which is lower than for question 9, so we are
planning to re-investigate by supplementing the scenarios for the relationship development part. In addition, the relationship now changes from unfriendly to friendly
rapidly with just two actions: compliment and patting. More realistic and complex
algorithm for the progressive improvement of the relationship is need to be studied for
the thorough social interaction.

5 Discussion and Conclusions
Another contribution of this paper is that the whole system including perception,
recognition, decision making, and execution is implemented and performs in several
seconds. If the whole process took more than 10 s, it would be difﬁcult to have natural
interaction with human because human is prone to get bored with waiting. The computation time for each module is quantiﬁed and listed in Table 2. For space complexity,
the proposed memory model has order of O(nt + mn) where m, n, and t indicate the
number of episodes, the number of unique events, and the input dimension, respectively. Supposing that an input vector has 1,000 elements and uses 1 Bytes for each
element, theoretically, 3 GByte memory can contain around 50,000 unique events and
50,000 unique episodes. Of course, these numbers can be traded off under conditions
that satisfy the space complexity, and they are very enough to cover practical experiment situation. The total memory usage including all background software of
Microsoft Windows is around 4 GBytes out of 8 GBytes. Thus, typically, the proposed
framework doesn’t have signiﬁcant problems in this computing environment.
Table 2. Computation time for each module
Module
Face detection (OpenCV, Haar Casecades)

Time
(seconds)
*0.1

Unit
per 640 * 360 image
frame
per 24 * 24 image
per image frame

Face identiﬁcation (ARTMAP)
<0.001
Facial expression recognition* (Google cloud
*3
vision)
Speech recognition* (Google)
*2
per sentence
Dialog generation* (Yally)
*0.5
per sentence
Text to speech synthesis* (Naver)
*1
per sentence
Hierarchical emotional episodic memory learning
<0.001
per event
and retrieval
Emotion generation and expression memory
<0.001
per event
retrieval
*Computation time for cloud applications are depending on internet speed and cloud server
condition. The wireless device equipped in our system has 780 Mbps.
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Our proposed framework enables the robot to interact more naturally with the users
by using the emotional episodic memory. The emotional episodic memory stores the
interaction experiences with each user and the entailing emotions. Thus, the robot with
the proposed framework could provide personalized services. In addition, since the
emotions generated by the framework gradually developed through interaction experiences, the robot could form natural social relationships with users. Finally, we
implemented the proposed framework in an interactive robotic platform named, Mybot
that operates in real time. The effectiveness and applicability of the proposed framework are demonstrated by showing two application scenarios with user study.
At present, interactions between the robot with the proposed framework and users
are based on autonomous dialogue, a few touches, and visual images. Therefore, if the
framework adopts the Visual Question Answering (VQA) technology, it enables the
robot to interact with users in more various ways by utilizing the images of surrounding
environment. We are working on building an interactive VQA system using our proposed framework [22]. Additionally, if the performance of each cloud application gets
better, we expect our framework to be more practical and meticulous.
Acknowledgement. This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea
(NRF) grant funded by the Korea government (MSIT) (No. NRF-2017R1A2A1A17069837).

Appendix: Hardware and Software Implementation Details
For the hardware design, we developed a humanoid type robotic platform aiming at
sufﬁcient interaction with humans. The hardware robot is named Mybot, developed in
the RIT Laboratory at KAIST (Fig. 6).
Mybot has an upper body including two arms (10DoFs for each arm) and one trunk
(2DoFs), and a lower body including an omnidirectional wheel and power supply as
shown in Fig. 6. It is running on Linux 16.04 operating system and controlled by an
Odroid. The body is connected to the robotic head via TCP/IP communication.
Tablet PC was used for robotic head which function as image receiver, voice
detection, touch detection in our experiment since it has various input sensors and
output interfaces. Especially for the touch detection module, the touch sensor on the
tablet PC recognizes mouse clicks and mouse movements as the touch input, mouse
movements are tightly restricted during the experiment.
A tablet computer with Windows10 64bits OS, i5 6th CPU, 8G RAM is used, and it
has 12.3″ 2763 * 1824 resolution display with touchable screen. The device also has a
5 M pixels front camera, a microphone, and a speaker equipped.
For the neck frame, 3 actuators are used for 3 DOFs motion: pan, tilt, and yaw of
the robotic head. The actuators are ROBOTIS MX-64R motors that operate at 15 V and
have around 80 RPM speed and 80 kg * cm stall torque. The actuators are connected
to the robotic head (tablet) via USB to Dynamixel interface.
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Fig. 6. Mybot, the interactive robotic hardware platform.

For the software design, our team used visual C++ MFC programming to implement the proposed framework. As we had to use some cloud application in recognition
part and language part, we used socket server and socket client to access to the API. We
used Internet access to 4 cloud applications to give the framework functionality.
Face detection module uses OpenCV libraries with the Haar Cascades method. The
user face identiﬁcation module classiﬁes user’s face so the robot can identiﬁes which
user is interacting with. For the identiﬁcation algorithm, ARTMAP is applied, which is
a supervised learning version of Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) network [18]. The
reason for applying ARTMAP is that facial learning and recognition should be conducted in real time, and feasible performance can be achieved even with small number
of samples. More technically, the robot takes a 640  360 image, and crops and resizes
the image in the range where the user’s face is located. Then, the image is vectorized in
one dimensional vector, and used as the input vector of ARTMAP. The result video of
the user identiﬁcation in real time is available at https://youtu.be/Ik_FwL2WYK8.
The facial expression recognition module recognizes user’s facial expression. The
module uses Google Cloud Vision which provides recognition API for four human
emotions: joy, sorrow, anger, and surprise; and with four levels: very unlikely, unlikely, likely, and very likely. The advantage of Google Cloud Vision is that it is
available for any user face.
Speech recognition module uses Google Speech to Text cloud application which
has the function of converting the speech of a user into a text ﬁle. Additionally, it
supports multi-lingual recognition services including Korean language service with the
state-of-the-art performance.
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Social relationships cannot develop or sustain without daily conversation. Thus,
dialogue generator module takes text data from the speech recognition module and
delivers the text to Yally’s Natural Conversation cloud application (http://www.yally.
com/en/), and gets answer text from it. The generated answers are everyday life conversation rather than speciﬁc conversation.
Text to speech synthesizer module uses Naver Text to Speech cloud application
(Clova Speech Synthesis). This module is directly linked to the Lip Sync. module in the
communication part, so it signals when the lip synchronization should start.
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